[For immediate release]
Consolidate investments with EBSHK for greater efficiency
And join Rainbow Lucky Draw Promotion to win HK$400,000 in total prizes
Hong Kong, July 16, 2020 – Everbright Sun Hung Kai Company Limited (“EBSHK” or the
“Company”) is excited to launch its Rainbow Lucky Draw Promotion (the “Promotion”). Clients,
by consolidating their investments to EBSHK’s diversified comprehensive wealth management
platform, can take full advantage of EBSHK’s high-efficiency, high-power investment services to
unleash the potential of their wealth and enjoy a series of offers that include up to HK$3,000
reward and the chance to win prizes worth a total of HK$400,000 in the monthly lucky draw of the
Promotion.
From now until October 31, 2020, clients are entitled to a chance of winning prizes worth a sum of
HK$100,000 in the Promotion’s monthly lucky draw for every HK$500,000 or equivalent of new
funds or assets* they transfer in with the completion of an eligible transaction during the Promotion
period. For instance, when clients transfer in HK$1,000,000 or equivalent in new funds or assets*
and complete a minimum of one eligible transaction during the Promotion period, they can enjoy
two lucky draw chances—the earlier and the more transfer-in of new funds or assets*, the higher
their chance of winning, and there is no limit to the number of lucky draw chances clients can enjoy.
Each month has its own fabulous monthly prizes, such as 4,000 shares of Tracker Fund of Hong
Kong and HK$100,000 shopping and travel gift vouchers, totalling HK$400,000 in value.
What’s more, for every HK$200,000 or equivalent of new funds or assets clients transfer in before
July 31, 2020, they can earn HK$200 reward, up to HK$3,000.
As a leading wealth management institution in the Greater Bay Area, EBSHK is dedicated to
creating wealth with client. The Company has been engaged in constant service innovation over
the years. Rainbow Lucky Draw Promotion enables clients to benefit from efficient cash flow
management through investment portfolio consolidation so that clients can seize fleeting
investment opportunities. By consolidating their investment assets with EBSHK, clients can get an
aerial all-round view of their decentralized portfolios, which is pivotal for overall risk management,
balancing risks and returns, and meeting individual investment needs and goals.
For the details of Rainbow Lucky Draw Promotion, please visit: https://qrgo.page.link/Dor9A
Clients may also contact their Wealth Managers or call EBSHK’s customer service hotlines +852
2822 5001 (Hong Kong) / +853 6262 5028 (Macau) / +86 40011 95525 (Mainland China) for more
information.
* “New Assets” are defined as cash deposits or assets deposited into or transferred-in to the Client’s trading
account maintained with EBSHK during the Program Period as per EBSHK’s records in comparison with the
Client’s total portfolio daily closing balance held under EBSHK on June 30, 2020. New Assets include cash
deposits or assets transferred-in comprising of Stocks, Mutual Funds and/ or Bonds (“Eligible Products”), but
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exclude cash from sale proceeds of existing portfolio, cash transferred among same name or joint accounts
maintained with relevant licensed corporations of EBSHK, and cash deposits into account(s) of stock options
or accumulator and decumulator, or global payment service. Aggregate amount of assets transferred-in will
be determined by the total transfer-in value minus the total transfer-out value (“Total Transfer-in Net Value”)
during the Program Period.
^ There will be a total of 4 rounds of monthly lucky draw, each with 1 winner to be entitled to corresponding
prize respectively during the promotion period. A winner will be drawn randomly by computer. Results of
lucky draws will be announced on the EBSHK’s website www.ebshkfg.com. In case of any dispute, EBSHK
reserves the right to make the final decision.
Trade Promotion Competition Licence No.: 53366-7

- End About Everbright Sun Hung Kai Company Limited
Everbright Sun Hung Kai Company Limited (“EBSHKCL”) is a leading wealth management
institution with four businesses, Wealth Management and Brokerage, Corporate Finance and
Capital Markets, Asset Management, Investment and Structured Financing. Operating under the
Everbright Sun Hung Kai brand (“EBSHK”) as well as the EBSHK Direct and EBSHK Private subbrands, EBSHKCL is an international business platform of Everbright Securities Company Limited
(“Everbright Securities”, SSE: 601788, HKEX: 6178), and an affiliated company of Sun Hung Kai &
Co. Limited (HKEX: 86), serving individual, corporate and institutional clients in Hong Kong, Macau,
Mainland China and the U.K.
Backed by Everbright Securities and China Everbright Group member companies, coupled with its
heritage in the financial industry beginning in 1969, EBSHK has emerged to be a full-fledged
financial platform providing excellent cross-border and global financial services with Moody’s
“Baa3” long-term issuer and “Prime-3” short-term issuer credit ratings. EBSHKCL, through its
subsidiaries, currently has over HK$110 billion* in assets under management, custody and/or
advice. For more information, please visit www.ebshk.com. *As of March 31, 2020
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